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i hate strategy. i love this game. 10 years it's still awsome, although i had to tinker a little to make it work. Good for what it is,
which is a short story to bring to life a setting for the pen-and-paper RPG setting, Deadlands Noir for Savage Worlds. Viewed in
that context this story has flavor and writes in the proper voice for the genre.. This route is simply great! The train is nice and
looks like what i looks like in real life. The route is beuatiful along the coast and busy around Colonge\/K\u00f6ln. But there i
still a bit things that is bad. You cant go past 20% brake otherwise you loose all your points in the included senarios. 2. The train
need more destenation board for senario editors, Such as Bonn-Melhem, Mainz or Wuppertal. Its annoying for senario creators
like me that trains cant use proper destenatios according to real life.

But the route is still nice.. i travld trho time with putt putt and now i can read and click stuff i am a internet newcomer. sign me
the ♥♥♥♥ up �������������������� good♥♥♥♥♥♥go౦ԁ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ thats ✔ some good��♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥right����th ��
ere������ right✔there ✔✔if i do ƽaү so my selｆ �� i say so �� thats what im talking about right there right there (chorus: ʳᶦᵍʰᵗ ᵗʰᵉʳᵉ)
mMMMMᎷМ�� ���� ��НO0ОଠＯOOＯOОଠଠOoooᵒᵒᵒᵒᵒᵒᵒᵒᵒ�� ���� �� �� �� �� �� �� ����Good♥♥♥♥♥. I do agrree with the people
stating it needs a UI overhaul, the tutorial is a bit of a mess as well and therefore doesn't really help with the UI.

The game is pretty much Hearthstone with some added tactics in that you have two lines of the field and "taunts" can only be
played on the front line, non-taunts ("in front" is the game's name of taunts) can only be played in the back row, the game never
tells us how many creatures each row can handle...

It is a game I know I'd like a whole lot if it got some polish as it is I would prefer to give it a sideways thumb but as it seems a
bit of a mess and there's no way to give it a sideways thumb I have to give it a thumbs down I'm afraid. (not going to go for a
refund though as I hope things will improve, it just takes a little bit of polish and that's it). I can't supercharge any of my cars
wondering if i'm missing any thing. Over all I love the game and new DLC.
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Superhero RPG/RTS, engaging and fun, with vintage comic book story.. love it, love it, love it love it love it. Not exactly the
same game my dad played when I was a kid, but still really good.. Its an early access so its not quite there yet. It has potential to
become something really fun. The devs seem to be making updates regularly. Bugs here and there dont really bother me to
much. Using the beat stick and whacking stuff is fun!. when i was a kid i got this game at walmart for a few bucks, it was and is
one of the best hidden gems. This game is a fun-filled masterpeice. Best played with friends.

It would be better if I had any. In a word... Impressed.

Solid Concept. Well executed.

In many ways it reminds me of the original Star Control... the classic that started this genre
You will also recognize some SPaZ concepts mixed in.

BossConstructor is what the name implies... You begin with a very basic ship. As you fight enemies and finish missions, you
acquire new parts. Adding those parts increases the power and strength of your vessel. The end goal is building up a "Boss" ship
that is capable of taking on the AI Bosses and the invaders.

For those who haven't played games like Star Control, SPaZ, and the like, you might find the in-space physics alittle
challenging, at first. Gravity, inertia, solar winds, etc are present. (Your ship will not immediately stop when you release the
thrusters.) Making contact with asteroids and other ships results in damage to your own...

Balancing your build is important too. Every part you add increases one spec and decreases another. (Plus, adding any mass to
the ship always decreases Speed & Maneuverability.)

Examples:

Adding Engines = + Speed & Maneuverability = Increased Energy Drain & Increased Mass
Adding Weapons = + Firepower & Defense = Increased Energy Drain & Increased Mass
Adding Solar Panels = + Energy & Capacity = Increased Ship Size & Increased Mass
etc, etc....

Component Placement also plays a role in maneuverability, speed, & survivability...
Place your Command Center in the middle of your build. It is the key to your whole ship. When it is destroyed, so are you.
There are no second chances, this is a 1-life, insta-death game.

-->You die = Game Over.<--

Straight-forward:

-Ship building/customizing
-Combat
-Missions
-Goals

Needs Tuning:

-UI (no component mirroring button, etc)
--EDIT: UI updated with many enhancements, including armor shape selection
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-More components (Limited choices, needs some better defensive parts)
--EDIT: HUGE update here... More components that you can shake a stick at
-Early Mission Balancing (first couple missions when ship is very weak)
--EDIT: After several updates, this issue has been fixed to my satisfaction
-Ship Testing Map in Builder Menu (needs a couple enemies that shoot back)
--EDIT: Enhanced Builder mode now allows for custom skirmishes. Very Nice.

This review may change here and there as I get more gametime in, additions are made, etc.
All things considered, this is a solid game with a solid developer... And worth your time/money.. JUMP SCARE 10/10.. If I
were to judge humanity's first steps based on Dawn of Man, I'd have to say we tried really hard TO DIE. I mean, in Dawn of
Man, the rules of survival are pretty basic, hunt = eat, grow grains = eat\/feed livestock = eat, defend yourself = you won't die.
But as easy as it sounds, the interface doesn't really give you the option to micro manage to the level of each person, it does give
you the ability, but you can't really play the game this way. So you just manage your community... and then you find you stupid
population doing idiotic moves that kills them. like walking miles away from the settlement in the middle of a blizzard for no
apparent reason, or going to pick wild berries right next to a bear, or going to drink from the river... next to a lion! Is it too much
to ask for a population with a little bit of self-thinking? Don't get me wrong, I love the game, and it has great potential, but it's
just frustrating when instead of finishing goals quickly you lose hours because your people don't understand that picking crops s
more important than praying to a totem! =\\
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